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PI. INTRODUCTION 
A COMPACT Lie group G with its left invariant framing _!Z defines via the Thom- 
Pontrjagin construction an element [G, 91 in the stable homotopy groups of spheres. 
The first general result concerning these elements is in [3] and states that the 
e-invariant of [G, 5?] in dimension 4k - 1 vanishes. The main purpose of this paper is 
to strengthen this result in the following sense: 
To the Adams spectral sequence constructed with complex bordism theory there is 
associated a decreasing filtration F’ of the stable homotopy groups. The filtration of 
most of the known elements in r;(S’) is known. For example the p, and l ,-families 
have filtration 2, the y,-family has filtration 3 and with the exception of some elements 
in the 2-primary component the image of the J-homomorphism is in F’. The filtration 
is compatible with the product structure on nt(S’), so in general it is only necessary 
to know the filtration of the indecomposable elements: most of them have already 
been mentioned above. 
The filtration is a good measure for the complexity of an element in n;; so the 
next theorem, proved in 02, gives a connection between the rank of a Lie group and 
the complicatedness of [G, 91, 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a compact Lie group of rank n, then the element [G, U] in 
rr;(S’) defined by G is in filtration n. 
The result ec([G, Z’]) = 0 can be formulated in filtration terms as [G, Z] E F2. 
Theorem 2.4 puts relatively strong restrictions on [G, 5’1. In the known part of Pi 
the filtration is sparse, that is to say T.‘(S’) is built up from very few groups in the 
Es-term. So (2.4) often allows one to say where [G, 91 comes from in the E’-term of 
the Adams spectral sequence. For instance the possibilities [SO(lO), Z] = a, . p,, 
[SO(21), Z’] = PI’. p3 or [SU(16), 91 = aI . PI3 - p3 in the 5-component are excluded by 
(2.4). The existence of elements of filtration n starts with a certain dimension 
depending on n. This leads to results of the following sort: For G = SU(2n + I) the 
p-component of [G, 91 vanishes as long as 2n < (p - 1)p - 2. So for a large prime p 
only Lie groups of large rank can be interesting. Apart from some low rank cases (2.4) 
also solves the problem of computing the real e-invariant in dimensions ~0, 1 mod 8, 
left open in [3]. 
By twisting the left invariant framing with elements a! in z-‘(G) we get further 
elements [G,_%‘“]. In general [G, _?&?I does not have the same filtration as [G,.Z]. 
Examples suggest that [G, 9’1 is the element of largest filtration definable by G (except 
the zero element) and that twisting lowers filtration. For instance, for G of the 
appropriate dimension we prove that there is always a twisting a such that [G, Y] 
generates im (J). The following criterion which is a special case of Theorem (3.1) 
gives some help in locating [G, Y’]. 
THEOREM. If a E E-‘(G) is in the image of T *: g-‘(G/T’)+ G-‘(G) where T’ 
is a subtorus of G, then [G, P’*] has at least filtration i. 
Twisting by representations plays a particular role (see [18], [21]). Using (3.1) we 
deduce that for the p-component (p > 2) we have [U(n), A] E FP-‘. [SU(n), A] E Fp-?, 
[Sp(n), A] and [SO(n),A] E F’p-“‘2 where A is the framing 9 twisted by a represen- 
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tation. To handle the 2-component as well, we give a formula for the eR-invariant of 
[G, 8”l. 
Our method is to look at a Lie group G as a free torus manifold. A rank n Lie 
group then defines an element in the framed bordism group R’;(BT”) where BT” is 
the classifying space of the n-torus. The transfer of the universal bundle ET” + BT” 
maps this element onto [G, _%‘I in 0$(*) = rri(S’). This transfer raises filtration by n 
and allows us to reduce problems in filtration n to problems which can be treated in 
rational homology. Given enough information about transfer and n;(BT’), the prob- 
lem of identifying [G, 91 reduces to elementary number theory. 
In fk$(BT”) we can compare elements given by different Lie groups up to higher 
filtration. This leads to results like 
[S0(2n + l), 91 = 2” * [Q(n), 91 modulo F”+Z. 
For SO(2n) we improve (2.4) to get [S0(2n), J??] E F”‘*. This excludes for example 
the possibility [SO(20), P’] = PI5 in the 5-component, which was not covered by (2.4). 
Our method also allows us to compute some low rank examples. We show 
[sP(2), 21 = +p,, [Su(3), 21 = c, [u(3), a] = v3, [G>, ye] = K, [Spin(6). y] = TfK, 
[SO, J% = 0, [F4, -UW = 0 and [ U(n I,=21 coddJ = 0. Most of these results have been 
obtained using other methods by Becker-Schultz, Smith [ 171, Steer [ 181 and Wood [21]. 
New or at least unpublished seem to be the cases U(3), Spin(6), Sp(4), F., and U(n). 
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The Thorn-Pontrjagin construction allows one to identify reduced framed bordism 
theory with stable homotopy theory. Therefore we will not distinguish between them. 
Let 5 = (E, p, B) be a fibre bundle with fibre F a smooth n-dimensional G- 
manifold without boundary and a fixed stable framing of the tangent bundle along the 
fibres T& For such 6 we define a transfer map in framed bordism tf: fit(B)+ 
0$!+,,(E) as follows: For an element (M,f) in flnfkr(B) the induced fibre bundle 
f*e = (fi, p, M) over M has a canonical framing on its total space. T&f splits into the 
sum of p*(TM) and f*T& The induced stable framing of f* T& and the lifted stable 
framing of TM fit together to a stable framing of 3. If f: a + E is the map over f, the 
framed bordism class of (a,,) is independent of the choices made and defines 
r&W f). 
Examples for 5 with framed Tf5 are the universal bundles EC + BG. Another 
example which we shall need is ET”/T’ = BT’+BT”, where T’ is a subtorus of T”. 
For G finite or compact abelian we can identify the bordism groups of equivari- 
antly framed free G-manifolds fI$(G) with the framed bordism group of the classify- 
ing space fI$(BG). This is the same as in the oriented case: Let A4 be a free 
G-manifold of dimension m. An equivariant framing of M is a G-vector bundle 
isomorphism g: TM x R’ + Rm+’ x M, where G acts trivially on Rk and Rm+‘. Such a g 
induces a framing on (TM)/G. Now (TM)/G is canonically isomorphic to 
T(M/G)@T&/G where 5 = (M, p, M/G). If G is abelian we use left translation to put 
framings on T& and T&/G. Thus we have a one-to-one correspondence between the 
equivariant stable framings of M and the stable framings of the orbit space M/G. Let 
f: M/G + BG be the classifying map of the G-bundle M --, M/G. Then the isomor- 
phism flc(G)+ flf,rAimo (BG) is given by taking M into (M/G, f ) with the induced 
framing. 
Restricting the action to a closed subgroup H yields the forgetful map i: n!?(G)+ 
fl!XH) and as one can easily see, this corresponds under the above identifications to 
the transfer map tC: fi$(BG)+fi$(BH) for the fibre bundle 4 = (EC/H, p, BG). 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group. By choosing a maximal torus T” we get 
a free T”-action on G. The usual left invariant trivialisation 2’ of TG is an T”- 
equivariant framing of G; so we obtain an element (G, T”,Z) in fk$(T”)~R’,‘(BT”) 
which we will also denote by (G/T”.f). It follows immediately from the definitions 
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that the transfer map t: Rc(BT”)+R’;(*) of the bundle ET” -+ BT” maps this element 
to the element [G,9] represented by G. 
From the work of Boardman[5] it is known that such transfer maps t6 for bundles 
6 = (E, p, B) are induced by stable maps TV, if we assume B to be a finite complex. The 
construction of TV can be summarized as follows (see also discussion in [4]): For 
simplicity we assume F and B to be closed manifolds. The projection p: E + B can 
be approximated by an embedding p’: E + B x R'. The stable normal bundle a of this 
embkdding is the negative of the tangent bundle along the fibres T& and receives a 
stable framing 4 from that of T&. Let E” denote the Thorn space of CY. The 
Thorn-Pontrjagin construction for p’ yields a map c: B’ A S’+ E”. The stable map 7t 
inducing tf is given by B’ A S’* E” -% E’ A Sk. 
Recall the construction of the Adams spectral sequence[2]: Let E be a ring 
spectrum with unit i: S-, E and X, Y spectra such that E,(X) is projective over 
E*(S’). The cofibre sequence 
E-_-s&E-E. (*) 
where E -+ B has degree - 1 defines the spectrum J?. Let Ep = J’? A .!? A A ,?? (p factors) 
Y, = ,??’ A Y and W, = E A ,??’ A Y. Smashing (*) with l?’ A Y and applying the 
functor {X, -} we obtain exact sequences fitting together to an exact couple whose 
associated spectral sequence is the E-homology Adams spectral sequence. Define a 
filtration F’ of {X, Y} by F’ = image ({X, Y,}+{X, Y}). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f be an element in r;‘(X) offiltration s. Then the map cf A l)!: 
v,,,‘(X A Z)+ P~+~(Z) defined by composing with the stable map f A 1: Sk A X A Z-* Z 
raises the filtration by s. 
Proof. Lift f E r,-‘(X) to fE {Sk A X, Es} and g E r,,,‘(X A Z) to g E {S”, 8” A 
x A Z}. Using Bb A Es = Eb+l it follows, that the composition Sm’k --% E’” A Sk A X A 
IAjAl 
z - 8” A k!? A z ^- Eb+’ A z iS a lifting Of cf A l)!(g) E ,&+k(z) t0 {Sm+lr, I??~+' A
ZI. 
Let 6 be the fibre bundle ES’+BS’ with transfer tf represented by T( (on finite 
skeletons) and E one of the ring spectra MU or BP. 
LEMMA 2.2. q E r,-‘(BS”) is of filtration 1. 
Proof. F’ = image {S’ A (BS”), l?‘}+{S’ A (BS”), So) 
= kernel {S’ A (BS”), So)+{S’ A (BS”), E} 
but {S’ A (BS”), E} = MU-‘(BS’) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The transfer map of the fibre bundle BT” x ES’+BT” X BS’ 
t: fh!‘(BT”“) + fl$!+,(BT”) raises the filtration by 1 in the Adams spectral sequence for 
MU or BP. 
Proof. If X is a finite complex and .$ = (E, p, B) a fibre bundle with T& stably 
framed, it follows immediately from the definitions that the transfer of the bundle 
(X x E, 1 x p, X x B) is induced by the stable map 1 A Q: X' A B’+X’ A E’. 
Together with (2.2) and (2.1) this proves (2.3). 
The transfer of ET” + BT” is the composition of n transfers 6f the sort BT’ x 
ES’ + BT’+‘, so we have proved that the transfer t: &,"(BT')+ fig+.(*) raises 
filtration by n. This immediately gives: 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a compact connected Lie group of rank n. Then the element 
[G, S] defined by G with left invariant framing is of filtration n. 
The connections between the filtration, im (J) and the e-invariant are well known: 
The odd primary components of im (J) are in F’ and the e-invariant maps F&M’ to 
zero. For p = 2 the generators pEk_’ and p8k+3 in dimensions 8k - 1 and 8k + 3 are in F’, 
tl 0 psk-’ is in F2 and nnpSk_1 and 4p8k+3 are in F3. The real e-invariant vanishes on 
coker (J), so if the Lie group G of dimension n is of rank at least 4 for n = 3, 1 mod 8, 
2 for n = - 1 mod 8 or 3 for n 5 0 mod 8 eR([G, Z’]) must vanish. 
Remarks. (a) The problem of computing the el-invariant for the remaining cases 
can be handled as follows: If we choose the spectrum KO (for which the Adams 
spectral sequence does not converge in the usual sense) all of im (J) lies in FLo (with 
the exception of n which lies in Fio), and the eil-invariant vanishes on FiO. It is easy 
to see that the transfer t: r”‘(BS’+)+pS,+,(S”) composed with i*: v,‘(S0)+7rTTns(BS’+) 
is composition with 77 E P’“(S’). Let hKo: 7r$(X’)+KO*(X) be the Hurewicz map. 
Then i*hKo(q) = hKo(T) # 0 and so the degree map dR does not vanish on Q. This means 
rr lies only in FiO. But if we define a reduced gansfer + by restricting T( to 
S’ A (BS’)C, S’ A (BS”) we have i E F k. because KO-‘(BS’) = 0 [9]. So + raises the 
filtration FKo by 1. By splitting the elements in fl’,‘(BT’) into reduced and comple- 
mentary ones, we can describe t by + and composition with 7. This gives for example 
an easy proof that eR([SV(3), Ye]) = 0. 
(b) The fact that hKo(q) = pr*hKo(g) in KO-‘(BS’) can be used to deduce the result of 
Atiyah and Smith (see [17]) that d,([G,Z]) = 0 if dim G > 2: d&G,Z]> can be 
nonzero only if dimensions 8k + 1 and 8k + 2. We discuss only the last case, the first 
one is similar. Suppose k > 0, then rank G 2 2 and d,([G, ?&‘I) is determined by 
hKo(]G, -0 E K02(*), but hKo([G, 91) = t 0 t 0 hKo(GlT2, f) where (G/T’, f) E 
fl&(BT’). Using hKO(Tf) = pr*hKo(q) we easily see that t: KO,(BT’+‘)+KO,(BT’) is 
given by v* 0 pr,, where pr: ET’+’ --f BT’ is the projection. So the composition t 0 t is 
only nonzero on KOo(*)C KOo(BT2). For pr,hKo(GIT2, f) to be nonzero, we must 
have (1, hKo(G/T’, f))KO# 0 mod 2, but the topological Riemann Roth formula shows 
that this is zero if dim G/T2 # 0. 
Let p be a fixed prime and E = BP the p-primary Brown-Peterson spectrum. 
Then it is known[ 15,221 that Ext ngp*,&3P*, BP*) is T(n)- 1 connected, where 
T(n)=(p-1)ap.n for n even and T(n)=(p-l)*(p*(n-1)+2) for n odd. 
Because Fk~,S(S”)/Fk+’ r,,,‘(S’) is built up by subquotients of Ext%;$(BP*, BP*) we 
have 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let G be a compact Lie group of rank n and dimension m. Then 
the p-component of [G, Y?] E m,,,‘(S@) is zero if n + m < T(n). 
In some cases, the observation that Ext &,&BP,, BP*) = 0 for t+ 0 mod 2p - 
2[22] gives additional information. 
Examples. (a) If G = SU(n + 1) with n even, then [G, 5&,, can be nonzero only if 
n 2 (p - 1)p - 2. 
(b) For the exceptional Lie groups we find [F4, Ip](,, = [E6, A$,, = [E,, A’](,,, = 0 for 
p > 3 and [Es, Ze]!,, = 0 for p > 5. 
We turn now to ‘U(n). An action of S’ on U(n) is defined by restricting the usual 
action of the standard maximal torus to the last component. This defines an S’-bundle 
5 = (U(n), r, U(n)/S’). The map (P, det): V(n)+ (U(n)/.!?‘) x S’ shows that 6 is trivial. 
With respect to the induced framing @ on U(n)/S’ we therefore have [U(n), _Y] = 
t(([U(n)/S’, @I). But tp is the transfer of a trivial bundle, so [U(n), Z’] = 
q~[Ll(n)/S’,@]. The inclusion SU(n)+ U(n) induces a diffeomorphism f between 
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SU(n) and I/(n)/S’. Let T”-’ act on SU(n) via multiplication by the diagonal 
n-1 
matrices with entries (t,, t2, . . ., t.-1, ilJ, tie’) and on V(n)/S’ via the induced action 
from U(n) given by diagonal matrices with (t,, . . ., L_~, 1) entries. Relative to these 
T”-r-actions f is equivariant. Because both the left invariant framing on SU(n) and 
the framing @ on U(n)/S’ are homotopic to the sum of the framings lifted from the 
orbit space SU(n)/T”-’ with the framing of the tangent bundle along the fibres, 
[SU’(n), 91 is bordant to [ U(n)/S’, @I, so we have proved 
PROPOSITION 2.6. [U(n),z?] = v[SU(n),9'] 
As a consequence we have [V(n), 2$&d) = 0. 
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Given an element a in G-‘(G) we may twist a given framing @ of G to obtain a 
new element [G, @“I. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf a E s-'(G) lies in the image of 7~*: fi-‘(G/T’)+ a-‘(G) for 
some subtorus T’ of G, then [G, _Y?] is at feast of filtration r = min (rank G, i + j) 
where j is the maximum filtration in J(r*-‘(a)) c p,‘(G/T’). 
Proof. Let M” be a framzd manifold embedded in R”+k and 0 a framing of its 
normal bundle V. For 01 E KO-‘(M) the twisted framing @” is constructed as the 
composition of @ and the automorphism a’ of the trivial bundle M X R’ determined 
by a. The fundamental class [Ml of M, defined by the singular manifold (M id, a) 
in n/(M) is represented as a stable map by the composition g: 
S “+’ L M(v) * M’ A Sk where c is the canonical collapsing map onto the Thorn 
space of v. The Thorn-Pontrjagin construction of [M, @“I then factors as 
S n+k 5 M+ I\ Sk M(6) ,M+*Skpr Sk. It is then easy to see that pr 0 M(&) is 
homotopic to the element J(a) E 1 + r:(M), so [M, a”] is the composition J(cY) 0 g 
(see [IO]). This is by definition of the Kronecker product 
the element (J(a), [MI),. 
So [G, 2’1 is simply (1, [G]). If [G/T”] denotes the fundamental class of G/T” with 
the framing induced by the left invariant framing 2’ of G, we have t&G/T”]) = [Gl 
(5 = (ET”, p, BT”)) and so 
[G, Zal = &V(Q)), [G/T”lL 
where ti is the transfer induced by T( in stable cohomotopy. 
The transfer of 5 can be written as a composition of tf, and th where & = 
(ET’, r, BT’) and & = (ET”/T’, p. BT”). We denote by j(a) the element J(a) - 1 E 
?r,‘(G). By assumption J(cu) = P*J(@) for some p E l%‘(G/T’). The transfer of a 
fibre bundle 5 = UT, T, I?) has the property t@*(x) = ti(l) Ux, so @(a)) = 
tf,(ti,(l) Uj(/3)). Now &(I) comes from nr-‘(BTi+) and is the element given by the 
stable map rf, itself. But this element lies in filtration i. The filtration behaves well 
under products so I(@) U t;(l) is at least of filtration j + i, where j is the filtration of 
J(P). Since the Kronecker product of two elements is the composition of the stable 
maps representing these elements, (f&(ti,(l) U.f(fi)), [G/T”]) is at least of filtration 
i + i, but (t@(a)), [G/T”]) = [G, Yl- [G, 81. 
Remark. Let x E E-‘(X), then J x) E r:(X) is at least in F’, if H*(X; 2) is 
torsionfree or x E im (r: KU-‘(X) + i+ O-‘(X)). The general condition for J(x) to be in 
F’ is that the bundle defined by x is orientable for complex bordism theory. 
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Examples. For simplicity we take elements in KU-‘(G) for twisting. First we 
recall the following construction: 
Let G be a compact Lie group and H a closed subgroup. Consider a represen- 
tation of G as a homomorphism from G into U(n). If p,, pZ are representations of G 
agreeing on H, we define d(p,, p2) E K-‘(G/H) as the composition of gZf H 
pi(g) * p*(g)-’ and U(n)+ U. For H = (1) and pZ= dim pI we get a map /3: R(G)+ 
K-‘(G). 
(a) Let yi denote the #-operation in R(G) and K*(G) and p,, E R(U(n)) the 
representation of U(n) defined by id: U(n)+ U(n). The elements cl(“)= yi(pn - n) 
map under /3 to algebra generators of K*( U(n)) having nice restriction properties: cl”’ 
restricted to U(m) with m c n is ci ‘m’ for i =Z m and 0 for i > m. Let T’ be a maximal 
torus of U(i). Then Ci is zero when restricted to Tie’; so it defines an element 
d(ci, *)E K-‘(U(n)/T’-‘) with image ci under the map induced by the projection 
r: U(n)+ U(n)/T’-‘. This means that [U(n), Y] is at least in F’, if x E K-‘( U(n)) is a 
product of /3(ci)s with j 2 i - 1. 
(b) Let i: Sp(n)+SU(2n) denote the standard map, T” c Sp(n) a maximal torus 
and A’ the ith-exterior power of ptn. Then ids’ = i*A?“-’ and d(A’, A*“-‘) E K-‘(SU(2n)) 
has image /3(Ai) - P(A*“-‘) in K-‘(SU(2n)). So twisting the left invariant framing of 
SU(2n) by @(A’) - @(A*“-‘) gives elements in F”+‘. 
To get results for P,, E R( U(n)) we use the following facts: 
(1) [G, Y'l = (J(a), [Cl) and 
(2) J: K-‘(G)-, r,‘(G) factors over the group J(SG). 
It follows that elements in K-‘(G) with the same J-image define the same twisting. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let p be a fixed prime f2 and n 2 p - 1, then for the p- 
components we have 
[U(n), A] E FP-’ 
[SU(n), A] E FP-’ 
[Sp(n), Al and [SO(n), A] E F’p-“‘2 
where A is defined by twisting the left invariant framing by a representation. 
Proof. Let Z,,, denote the integers localized at p. By the Adams conjecture 
(JIk - I)(x) lies in the kernel of J: K’(SG)@ Z,,, -+J(SG)Cp, for kg 0 mod p; so [G, LiPI 
and [G,P’*kx] have the same p-component. In R’(SG) we have the well known 
formulas: 
* A’(x) and 4’(x) = (-l)k-’ . k . Ak(x). 
This implies: 
J(yP_‘(x)) = (z; (f; ;> * (-l)‘_’ . ;) * J(x) = &j. J(x). 
Let G = U(n) and x = p(pn - n); then J(x) = (p - 1) * J(~(c,_~)) and twisting with 
p(p,, - n) yields elements of filtration p - 1. 
If J(a) = 1+ Z, J(b) = 1 + 6 with 6, 6 E P:(G), then J(a + b) = 1 + a’ + 6 + a’ . 6 in 
r,‘(G’); so if twisting by a and b gives elements in F’, the same is true for twisting 
with a f 6. This observation and the equation P(yP-‘(A’@. - n))) = Ai(P(~p-l)) show 
that [U(n), Y]fp, E FP-’ for all representations CY. 
yP-‘(pn - n) restricted to SU(p - 2) is zero, but SU(p - 2) has rank p - 3. So 
twisting with a representation of SU(n) gives elements in Fp-*. For Sp(n) we take the 
standard map A: Sp(n)+SU(2n). Now A(c,_,) restricted to Sp((p -3)/2) is zero, 
therefore [Sp(n), U”] E F w’)‘* The argument used for U(n) now applies to the other . 
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representations of Sp(n). The exterior power representations of Spin(n) or SO(n) can 
be handled in the same way. The representations A’ for instance can be treated like 
example (b) above. 
One can derive similar results for other types of elements in K-‘(G). Instead of 
this we give a formu& for the e-invariant of [G,@l to show that there is only one 
cyclic summand in KO-‘(G) giving twistings with eR([G. PI) + 0 if dim G = 0, 1, 3, 
7 mod8. This also shows that it is possible by twisting to vary filtration from rank G 
to 1. 
PROPO~ION 3.3. Let G be a compact connected Lie group of dimension m = 4r - 1 
and A E KO-‘(G) be an element with second Stiefel- Whitney class wz(h) zero. If p,(A) is 
the rfh-Pontrjagin class of A in H4’-‘(G; Z) then 
eR([G, U^l - [G, 21) = ((- 1)’ -2 . &, [G])H mod a, - Z 
Here B, is the r’h-Bemoulli number, a2, = 1 and az,+ = 2. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to use ea((j(A), [G])) = enj( dR([G]) and to 
calculate e.j(A). Let EA be the vector bundle over SG defined by A: G + SO(n). We 
choose n s-m - 1 mod 8. Because w’(E~) = w2(EA) = 0 En is KO-orientable. In the 
commutative diagram 
O+%;(S”)i KOi(B(EA), S(EA))+ KOi(B(EA), S(EA) US”)+0 
1 41 
I 
Id2 
I 
1 43 
I (3.4) 
O+KOi_m(*) - KOi-“(SC) - KOi-“(SC, *) + 0 
built up by Thorn isomorphisms and exact sequences, the relative Thorn space 
B(E,)/S(EJ US” can be identified with 9” A G and & replaced by the suspension 
isomorphism. This is immediately seen using excision. It is known]201 that if n > 
2 - dim SG, then the attaching map in M(E,) is J(A), so the sequence S” + M(E,) + 
S “+’ A G is part of the cofibre sequence of J(A): S” A G + S”. (This means that the 
upper horizontal line in (3.4) is the e-invariant of J(A) viewed as an extension of 
comodules over KO*(KO).) 
Let g: S” +G’ be the stable map representing the fundamental class [G] E 
r,,,‘(G+) and pr: G’+ G the projection. Then h = J(A) 0 pr 0 g represents (j(A), [G]). So 
(prog) pulls back the upper horizontal line of (3.4) to the extension 
(3.5) 
The extension (3.5) is determined by the functional Ches character, that is by the 
residue class of i-’ 0 ch, 0 j-‘([S”+“+‘]) in H.(S”; Q)/chKOdS”) = Q/a,Z. The same 
invariant defined in KO-cohomology determines the err-invariant on the 4k - 1 stem 
(see [ll). But the homology invariant differs from the cohomology invariant only by a 
sign. Thus the map i-’ 0 ch. 0 j-’ E Horn ($&.Y+ A G); Q/a,Z) defined by (3.4) 
evaluated on pr* 0 g*[S n+m+‘] E lz)(S”” A G) yields -eR(h) = -eR @(A), [G]),). 
Let U, and_ VK be the_Thom classes in g*(M(E, ) ,and kd *(M(EJ). Then 
ch*lJK = UH UA(E,). If x E KO*(S’ A G), then &-‘(x)E k O&S”+’ A G) has preimage 
y under j*, where y is determined by +2(y) = x in KO*(S’ A G). So 
i-’ 0 ch. 0 j-’ 0 c$~-‘(x) = ( UH, ch.(y))H = ( UH, ch*(y)) 
= (ch*Uk U&E,)-‘, ch*y) 
= (z$EA)-‘, ch*x). 
If x = pr*g*[S”‘+‘], then ch*(x) = [SG] E H,,,+‘(S’ A G) is the suspension of the 
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fundamental class of G. For a suspension it is known that[6] 
A(&, = (-I)‘* $.&= (-1)‘. 2 * Ch4,(C&. 
So (&!Z,)-‘, [SG]) = ((-l)‘-‘(B,,/4r). p,(h)/(2r- I)!, [G]) and the proof is complete. 
We turn shortly to the remaining cases where the en-invariant may be not zero. 
That eR([G, gl]) is defined if dim G > 2 is a result in [3] and follows from dR([G, 91) = 
0 (see Remark (b) 82) because d&G, Yl) = &U(x))0 d&G, 91). The following result 
is proved but not explicity stated in [21]: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. (Wood) If G-is a compact connected Lie group of dimension m 
with m = 0 or 1 mod 8 and A E KO-‘(G) satisfies w*(A) = 0 then e&G, 6p”] - [G, 91) = 
(~~6%) - 1, [GIJKo E KOm+d*h 
Here p3 is the cannibalistic characteristic class of Adams and Bott associated with 
the Thorn isomorphism p3(E) = 4E-’ 0 $3 0 4E(1). In [21] the twisting convention is 
slightly different, but this does not cause any difficulties. 
Remarks. Let r: G + S” be the canonical collapsing map and p E &-l(S”) be a 
generator. In the cases m = 0 or 1 mod 8 we have pk(j?) = 1+ /3 if k = +3 mod 8 [ll, so 
eR([G, _YgB] - [G, _%‘I) = (r*& [Gl) = /3. Similarly we find e&G, 6p”@] - [G, -%‘I) = 
generator of im (eR) when m = - 1 mod 4. So in all cases it is possible to find a framing 
so that [G, A] generates im [J] in r,,,‘(S’). 
Because I?%‘(Sm) 2 a-‘(G) -% fi-‘(Sm) is the identity, there is only one 
cyclic direct summand in a-‘(G) giving twistings with nonzero e,-invariant. For 
example if m = -1 mod 4 twistings given by representations have zero ea-invariant 
(see [3, 181). 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group of rank n and dimension n + 2m. To 
identify the element [G, 55’1 in &(S’) we proceed as follows. First we calculate the 
Hurewicz image of the singular manifold (G/T”, f) E fi&,(BT”) given by the equivari- 
ant .framed Y-manifold G. This determines (G/T”, f) up to filtration 2 in fi&,(BT”). 
We try to trace this element under the particular transfers R$(BT’)+R:‘(BT’). The 
element [G, U] is then determined up to filtration n + 2 and in most cases, this is 
sufficient to identify [G, 91. 
The image of (G/T”, f) under the Hurewicz map flS’,(BT”)+Hz,(BT”) is 
f*[G/T”]. If Zi (i = 1,. . ., n) form a basis of H*(BT”; Z), then f,[GIT”] is determined 
by the set of Kronecker products 
c(k) = (j*(i’,“l . . . . . Z.L”), [G/T”]) 
with Zik; = m. To calculate these c(k) we recall some facts from [61: 
Suppose G semi-simple and simply connected. Then the transgression of the fibre 
bundle (G, r, G/T”) is an isomorphism for H’(T”; Z) onto H*(G/T”; Z). If r is the 
unit lattice in the universal covering of T”, we identify the weight space r* = 
Horn (r; Z) with H’(T”;Z) and so with H’(G/T”;Z). The set of fundamental 
dominant weights wi constitute a basis in H ‘(T”; Z) and in H*(G/T”; Z). Via the 
transgression of the universal T”-bundle they also give 
These two bases correspond to each other under the 
T”-bundle G + GIT”. 
Let a,, . . ., a, be positive roots of G. Then equation 
(a,*..: a,, [G/T”]) = I W(G)1 
a basis ‘z; of H.*(BT”; Z). 
classifying map f of the 
(4.1) 
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where W(G) is the Weyl group of G and the well known fact that H*(GIT”; Q) = 
H*(BT”; Q)/B*(B7’“; Q)W’G’ allow us to compute the numbers c(k). For instance 
G = SCJ(n) is treated in [lo]. 
Examples. (a) Sp(n). Instead of the oi we take (see tables in [8]) as a basis of 
H’(T”; 2) the elements l l, . . ., l n, characterized by or = i l i. The Weyl group 
i=l 
W(Sp(n)) operates on the l i via permutations and multiplication by -1. Then (4.1) 
shows how W(Sp(n)) acts on I-I’“(G/T;Q). This implies that only products of the 
form e&i,. . . . . l 2;; with u a permutation can be nonzero in H’“(GIT”;Q). Positive 
roots are 2. l i (1 <i < n), l i + l ,. ei - l j (1 < i < j s n). Using the Vandermonde 
determinant and (4.1) we see that 6,’ 9 . . . - en*“-’ is a generator of fZ*“(Sp(n)/T”;Z) 
and that E& * . . . . c$;,’ = sign (a) . E,’ . . . . . E,~“-*. 
(b) For G = Spin(2n + 1) with maximal torus f we have as a basis of H*(G/?‘; Z) 
the elements l i (1 d i < n) and w, = (l/2) * (e, + . . . + E,) where 0; = i l j for i < n. It is 
i=l 
then easy to see that the torus bundle SO(2n + l)+S0(2n + 1)/T” = G/f is 
classified by the elements E,, . . . , l , in H*(G/f; Z). whereas G+Glf is given by 
El,. . -9 En-l, ml. A set of positive roots is l i (1 s i s n), l i - Ej, Ei + l j (1 d i C j G n), 
the Weyl group is the same as of Sp(n), so it follows 
(E,’ * . . . * e,2n-‘, [S0(2n + 1)/T”]) = 2 2”. 
Let f denote the classifying map of Sp(n)+Sp(n)/T” and g that of SO(2n + l)+ 
SO(2n + 1)/T”. For suitable orientations we then have f*[Sp(n)/T”] = 
2” . g*[S0(2n + 1)/T”] in Hg(BT”: Z). This proves 
PROPOSITION 4.2. 2" . [Sp(n), 3’1 = [S0(2n + l), _Y] mod F”+Z in =rf (SO). 
Examples. 
determinacy. 
4[Sp(2), A’] = [SO(5). 53 and 8[Sp(3). U] = [SO(7), _Y] without in- 
To handle the first step t: fl6(BT”)+fI” 2,,,+r(BT”-‘) we use the e-invariant on 
RPm+*(BT”-‘). For a space X with H*(X; Z) torsion free the complex e-invariant is 
defined as the functional Chern character[l]. It is shown in [13], that this invariant 
agrees with the functional Hurewicz map h, = red-‘. hK - p-’ for K-theory defined 
on the torsion subgroup of ‘ITS,_,(X) by the following diagram: 
- ~&AX; Q)- d,(X; Q/Z) B * a;,-,(X)- 
I I “K 
K*,W; Z)- K,,(X; Q)* K,,W; Q/Z)----, 
Let L be the universal line bundle on BS’ and x = L - 1. The Kronecker product 
induces an isomorphism Ko(BS’)= Horn (K’(BS’); Z) and we denote the basis of 
R,(BS’) dual to the powers of x by bi. Now K,(BS’) is a ring under the Pontrjagin 
product. It is easy to see that the i-th power of br can be expressed in terms of the bi 
as follows [ 141: 
6,’ = $, S(i, j) * j! . bj 
Here S(i. i) is a Stirling number of the second kind, satisfying the equation 
S(n + 1, k) = S(n,k - 1) + k . S(n, k) with initial conditions S(n, 1) = 1 (n 3 1) and 
S(1. k) = 0 if k > 1 (see [12]). 
The rational power series Zidi. xi = x-’ -(log (1 +x))-’ defines an element in 
K’(BS’;Q) = Q[[xll and so in K’(BS’; Q/Z). The slant product K,(BT”) x 
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K”(BS’;Q/Z)~Ko(BT”-‘;Q/Z) with this element defines a map i: K,(BT”)+ 
K,(BT”-‘; Q/Z). It is shown[ 141, that this map fits into the commutative diagram 
OS’,(BT”) ‘( + flSrm+,(BT”-‘) 
I 
Jw 
I 
cc .f = (BT”-’ x ES’, p, BT”) 
Ko(BT”-‘; Q/Z)/im H2,,,(BT”-‘; Q) . 
This allows us to compute the composition e, . te Because the K-theory Hurewicz 
map hK composed with the homology Chern character is simply the usual Hurewicz 
map h, the effect of hK can be calculated via h. So the numbers cfli) determine 
hA(Gl7’“, f)) and thus e&((GlT”. f)). 
Computations are made easier by using ch(b,“) = (-1)” . n ![P,,C] in H*,(BS’; Q) 
(see [14]) and the formula 
(see [12]) where Bj is a Bernoulli number. Because S(n, n) = 1 we can use in 
Ko(BT”; Q) instead of the basis bi, x . . . x b;,, the basis blLl x . . . x blka and we have 
Bk+I & . blkl x . . . x blkm) = k 
” 
; 1 . a . b,k’ x . . . X blkn-'. 
As a first consequence we prove 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If n L 3, then [S0(2n), Y’] E .R;(S”) is at least of filtration n + 2. 
proof. As with SO(2n + 1) (see Example (b) above) the elements l ,, . . ., E, E 
H’(SO(2n)lT”; Z) classify the Y-bundle S0(2n)+ SO(2n)IT”. The Weyl group 
operates via permutations of the Ei and by EiH(+ 1) * Ei where (+ l)i . . . . . (k I), = + 1. This 
implies that only elements of the form E& - E:(Z) * . . . . &!$,lyj with u E S,, can be nonzero 
in HZ”‘“-“(SO(2n)lT”). 
Because only n - 1 of the l i appear, hK(SO(2n)/T”,f) is a linear combination of 
monomials of the form blkl x . . . x b, km with k, even and one ki = 0. Geometrically this 
means that (S0(2n)/T”, F) E R&,(BT”) lies in the image of Z; R&,(BT’ X {*}X 
BY-“-‘-1) + R&BT”) up to higher filtration. We treat each component separately: B2,_i 
is zero except Bi, so if i = n - 1 we have terms blkl x . . . x b,‘m with k.+ 0, k, even; 
because of (4.2) we are therefore left with the case i = n - 1. Instead of using the 
transfer in the last variable as a first step, we use for i = n -- ! the transfer in the first 
variable. The result differs then from the original one by a sign. But because k, # 0 
-and k, even we have io hK = 0. The result follows now from the following lemma and 
the observation that in r;(S’) filtration increases by steps of 2 (@,Ext’+’ =0 if 
t+ 0 mod 2p - 2). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let x E fig--i(X) be an element such that e&x) is defined. If H&X; Z) 
is torsionfree and e,-(x) = 0, then x E F2. 
Proof. We denote complex bordism theory by Rq, the relative theory E = MU/S 
(see 82) by a”*” and all Bockstein operators by /3. Take y En&,(X; Q/Z) with 
p(y) = x. We can choose y in the kernel of . hK R&(X; Q/Z)+ Ko(X; Q/Z). As a 
consequence of the Hattori-Strong theorem, the Hurewicz map F: fl%X;Q/Z)+ 
R&X’ A MU; Q/Z) is injective and because spherical elements in flg(X;Q/Z) are 
mapped under F into KJX; Q/Z), the element y is in the kernel of the Hurewicz map 
R&,(X; Q/Z)-n~,,(X; Q/Z). So y comes from an element z E R$,$,(X; Q/Z) under the 
boundary operator a: fi$$‘,(X; Q/Z)+fi$,(X; Q/Z). The relative Thorn isomorphism 
shows that R g(MU/S A X’) is torsion free. This implies that /3(z) in %?(X) lies in the 
kernel of h: fl~dr(X)+fi$A4U/S A X’) and so lifts to an element in ~$(MU/S A 
MU/S A X’). By definition this means that x is in filtration 2. 
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Examples. As a consequence of (4.3) we find [SO(4), U] = 0, [SO(6), _%‘I = 0 and 
[SO(8), Y] = 0. 
Next we show how to identify SU(3), SU(4), Gz. Sp(2), Sp(4)o,, U(3), F4(+ 
Because most of these results are known, we only sketch the proof. 
1. [SU(3),2] = Y 
The cohomology of SU(3)/T2 shows that M(SCJ(3)/T2,f)) is given by x = 
(b,* x b, - b, x b,*)/2 in K,(BT’; Z). We compute r(x) = b,*/24 in KdB.9’; Q/Z) which is 
the element (b2+ bs)/2 module the indeterminacy Q/Zb14. Because r,‘(BS’) = 
Z/22[16], t(SU(3)/T’,f) is a generator of 7vS(BS’), which we denote by x7. 
Let (+ be the generator of 7r2”(BS’) given by the Hopf bundle. Then t(a) = [S’, _%‘I 
generates r<(P). So t(3a) = v in the notation of [19]. The Toda bracket (3a, 7). V) is 
defined with zero indeterminacy (V 0 CT’= 0 by ec-invariant calculation). Because t is 
induced by a stable map, we have[l9]: 
t(3a. 17, V) = (t(3u), n, V) = (V, n. V) = F. 
This implies (3~7, q, V) # 0 and so f(x7) = P. 
2. [U(3), U] = Y3 
This follows from (2.6) and qV = ~‘[19]. 
3. [Sp(2), PI= “PI 
We compute ect((Sp(2)/T2,f)) = (9. b2 + 5 * b3 + 16 . b4+ 20 . bJ24. We have 
r9’(BS’) = Z/242. The generator x9 of the 3-component has e-invariant (b,- b4+ b,)/3 
and is given by the Toda bracket (8~. (xl, a,) with transfer (a,, al, a,) = PI E P$(S’)~) 
(same argument as for SU(3)). So t 0 t((Sp(2)/T’,f)) = k/3,. The 2-component of 
[Sp(2),5’] is zero by Remark (b) 92. 
4. [G?, y] = K 
The cohomology ring of G,/T’ can be found in [7]. The e-invariant computation 
gives ect(G21T2, f) = c . (bz + 5 * bj + 4 . bd8 in the 2-component of 
Ko(BS’; Q/Z)/im H14(BS’; Q) with a constant c prime to 2. In [16] 7r;s(BS’)(2, is 
computed as Z/4Z@Z/2Z@Z/2Z or ZlSZ@ZiZZ. Because we have found an element 
of order 8, the second possibility is true. Using the cofibre sequence of the stable map 
which induces the transfer n,“(BS’)~n~+,iBZ/22) and a routine spectral sequence 
argument (see [14]) one finds that the Z/8Z-generator in PL(BS’) has transfer K and 
that the Z/22 summand lies in the kernel of t. So [Gz, ze] = K. (The same argument can 
also be used for SU(3) and Sp(2) instead of the Toda brackets.) 
5. [Spin(6), 21 = ?jK 
In ri2(BT’) we have the element y given by (GJT*, f) with Hurewicz image 
hK(y)=(2~b,xb,~-12~b,~xb,4+40~b,~xb,3-45~b,Jxb,~+l8~b,‘xb,)/l20. The 
element y x {*} in fl{;(BT’ x {*}) C fl$(BT’) is mapped under ect (transfer in the last 
factor) onto AK(y)/2 in K,(BT’: Q/Z). Because tot(y) = K we have totot(y X {*}) = 
t o t(y * 77) = K7j. 
We compute h~((Spin(6)/T~)) and t 0 hK((Spin(6)/T3, f) E K,(BT’; Q/Z), and we 
find that t 0 hK((Spin(6)/T3, f)) is congruent to hK(y)/Z modulo the indeterminacy 
im H14(BT2; Q). So [Spin(6), 3’1 = [SC.J(4), 2’1 = TK. 
6. [SP (4), =9'1(3, = 0 
The same argument as for Spin(6) can be used to show that the 3-component of 
(Sp(4). P’] (and therefore that of Spin(9) and SO(9)). which possibly could be 
/3, . pz E a&,(S’), is zero. We only need an element x E ri4(BT2) with r 0 t(x) = p2. This 
isgivenin[14]. Wehave hK(~)=(18~b,‘xb,“+b13xb19+3~b,Jxb,7+27~b,7xb,s- 
b19 x b13 + 36. b,” x b,‘)/81 in K,(BT’: Zo,). So pz is representable by a free equivari- 
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antly framed torus-manifold but not by a Lie group with left invariant framing. 
Because the transfer commutes with X-products the element [$(2)/T’, f] x (x} in 
P;z(BT~) has transfer /3, * p2. We compare the e-invariants of the elements given by 
NSp(4)lT4, fl) and NSp(2)/T*, fl x x { 1) in P&(BT’), and find that [Sp(4)/T4, fl lies in 
the kernel of t4 (up to higher filtration). So [Sp(4), a],,, must be zero. 
7. [F4, -q3, = 0. 
The necessary informtition for computing the products c(k) is in [6] and [8]. The 
same proof as for Sp(4) applies. We find that [F4/T4,flCj, lies in the kernel of t4; so 
[F4, L&, has filtration 5 and can not represent p2 * p2. The calculations concerning the 
indeterminacy for the e-invariant are indeed somewhat lengthy and best done with the 
help of a computer. 
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